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New PRO-LOGIX PL6800 100A Flashing Power Supply from SOLAR 

 
Clore Automotive introduces Model PL6800, a new 12 Volt 100A Flashing Power Supply and 100/40/10A 
Battery Charger, from SOLAR. The PL6800 is designed to provide stable power, on demand up to 100 
amps, to a vehicle electrical system to support module reprogramming. It also provides full service battery 
charging capability from 10 to 100 amps, to service everything from small vehicle batteries to the multi-
battery packs found in Over-the-Road vehicles. 
 
In power supply mode, the PRO-LOGIX PL6800 provides power to maintain vehicle electrical system 
voltage at a preset level, increasing its output in response to system load increases to maintain a stable 
power environment for successfully reprogramming. It features a voltage output range of 13.1-14.9V, 
adjustable in 0.1V increments. allowing the operator to dial the output in exactly as specified by the 
supplier of the vehicle under service. It features fast load responsiveness for ultra-quick recovery from 
system demand increases. It also delivers its massive power with minimal voltage ripple, providing a 
clean flow of power to the vehicle without risk of programming interference. 
 
In charging mode, the PL6800 utilizes advanced microprocessor-controlled logic to precisely deliver a 
fully automatic charging routine designed to optimally charge and maintain each battery or battery pack 
serviced. The PL6800 features the ability to properly charge a wide variety of lead acid battery types, 
including Conventional, AGM, Spiral Wound, Start-Stop, Deep Cycle and Marine batteries – for virtually 
any lead acid battery type installed in a vehicle, the PL6800 can deliver a proper, beneficial charge. 
  
With a maximum charge rate of 100A, it can bring even severely depleted 4-battery and 8-battery packs 
back to full charge quickly and effectively. The PL6800 adapts its charging approach based on the needs 
of each battery or battery pack it services. Such adaptations can include activating a soft start mode on 
deeply discharged batteries, a battery repair mode on distressed batteries and temperature 
compensation. It also incorporates numerous features to make charging safer for the operator and the 
vehicle/battery being charged. 
 
Clore Automotive is a leader in the design, development and manufacture of automotive service 
equipment for professionals and consumers, including jump starters, battery chargers, battery testers, 
power inverters and LED lighting solutions. Clore Automotive products can be found in a wide variety of 
outlets servicing professionals and automotive enthusiasts, including auto parts stores, mobile tool 
dealers, industrial MRO distributors, farm and ag outlets and more. More information can be found at 
www.cloreautomotive.com. 
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